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1. Getting a handle on SAT and ACT Prep
Karen Berlin Ishii, Brown alum with 20+ years’ 
test prep teaching experience. Test prep tools and 
tips at karenberlinishii.com. Email Karen with 
your questions: karen@karenberlinishii.com  

2. Why do test scores matter? At medium-sized 
private colleges, test scores may represent ⅓ of 
the admissions criteria. At large state colleges, 
up to ½ Leverage the weight of your test scores 
to enhance your credentials!

3. Plan your test schedule - juniors:
For the SAT, Q&A dates best: Oct, Mar, May 
(int’l: May only). Take SAT Subject Tests in June, 
if offered. For ACT: Dec, Apr, June are TIR dates 
(US only). Int’l ACT dates for 2018-19 have 
changed, so check act.org early to register.

4. Plan your test schedule - seniors:
SAT: Aug, Oct (if no SAT Subject Tests), Nov.
ACT: July, Sept, Oct.  Int’l: check websites!
Last dates before applications are due:
Nov for ED, Dec for Regular Decision.
Contact colleges to confirm OK!

5. ACT vs SAT: (Find full-size pdf of chart in 
goodies files.) Note ACT changes: Computer-
based internationally from 2019, extra time 
accomodations now apportioned like SAT.

6. Best books for the SAT: College Board  
Official SAT Guide, PWN the SAT Math 
(discount for Summer@Brown students), 
Applerouth SAT, Barron’s SAT Math
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7. Best books for the ACT: Official ACT Prep 
Guide (new ed + 3rd ed), Applerouth ACT, 
Barron’s ACT Math+Science. SAT Subject Tests: 
College Board Official Guide + Barron’s, The 
Princeton Review, Kaplan

8. Online resoruces, apps such as Quizlet, 
Play2Prep. Take advantage of downtime to build 
skills. (Links to these apps and all textbooks 
noted here are on my Useful Resources page.)

9. Key techniques: 
1. Develop familiarity with content, format.
2. Know what test writers expect you to do.
3. Approach test differently!

10. Beware of Dr. Evil! The test makers’ job is to 
trick you. Be savvy to their favorite ploys and 
think differently.

11. Cover up answers: Cover up answer choices 
for Reading in both SAT and ACT. Answer 
question in your own words first, then get rid of 
choices that are inconsistent with your idea. 

12. Guess smart: If you have no idea, just choose 
answer choice “B.” Don’t waste time if you are 
stumped; use time better on easier questions!

http://karenberlinishii.com/resourcesfset.html


13. Pacing: Especially in ACT Science section. 
Pace yourself per passage, not per question. Be 
ready to guess and move on to avoid squandering 
time on tough questions.

14. Use a watch: Always practce with a watch – 
not your cellphone – and consider Testingtimers’ 
test-specific silent timer for the ACT. (discount for 
Summer@Brown students)

15. Math: Memorize key math formulas for both 
tests; don’t depend on the SAT’s formula list. 
Guess on hard questions, use time for medium 
and easy questions first. PWN and Applerouth 
Math are great for SAT.

16. Grammar: Know comma vs semi-colon rules 
cold! Be alert to misused apostrophes. Read the 
entire sentence for context, not just the 
underlined phrase.

17. Grammar stumblers: Bone up on test favorite 
grammar and usage error types. The word 
“being” is almost always wrong. See Useful 
Resources page for grammar links.

18. Build vocabulary power: Learn 2 new words 
every day! Spend 5-10 minutes twice a day on 
vocab-drills. Try Visual Vocab Core app for 
starters. Learn words with defining sentence, 
pronunciation and images for best memorizing.
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19. Read challenging periodicals daily: 5-10 
minutes/day, varied topics and types of articles: 
political news, technology, arts, sports, editorials, 
movie reviews, etc.

20. Essay tips: Organize, respond to question, 
write a lot and sprinkle “fairy dust” to make 
your essay fly!

21. Be in good shape for test day: Get a good 
night’s sleep for at least two nights before your 
test, set alarm for test day, be sure you or parent 
know route, eat breakfast.

22. Be prepared: Have your test day items ready 
the night before: plenty of sharpened pencils, 
calculator, extra batteries in your pocket, snack, 
drink, ticket, ID, fat eraser, wristwatch, hoodie.

23. Find more resources for SAT and ACT prep
at www.karenberlinishii.com. Check out the
Useful Resources page for links to the best textbooks and
more. Subscribe to Karen’s Test Prep Blog 
for terrific, free tips for test prep and college admissions.
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